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What’s the problem with untamed processes? Why should enterprises 

try to domesticate them? Craig Le Clair, a Forrester Research vice 

president and principal analyst, answers those questions with this 

blunt assessment of the damage wrought by dysfunctional processes: 

“They literally choke the productivity and creativity out of the 

workforce.”  

 

Fortunately, dynamic case management (DCM) can help enterprises 

deal with dysfunctional processes. This eBook will introduce readers to 

DCM, define untamed processes and explore such processes in the 

context of enterprise resource planning (ERP) and integration. 
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A dynamic approach to case management: 
Introducing DCM   

By Peter Schooff, Contributing Editor, ebizQ   

 

Editor‟s Note: In this Q & A, Peter Schooff speaks with Craig Le Clair, who offers insights 

and tips about getting started with dynamic case management (DCM). Le Clair, a Forrester 

Research vice president and principal analyst, is a leading expert on IT management, 

enterprise content management (ECM), case management and related areas. He’s credited 

with creating the term “untamed processes” to describe the out-of-control processes that 

can be reined in with effective use of DCM.   

 

Peter Schooff: What is dynamic case management, and why is it getting so much 

attention right now? 

 

Craig Le Clair: Dynamic case management is a semi-structured and a collaborative and 

dynamic, human- and information-intensive process that is driven by outside events, so 

that events, as they come in, will incrementally change dates and context for the 

caseworker. A key element is the progressive aspect. That's where the dynamic really 

comes from with case-based processes, so it's going to get attention now. A number of big 

and small factors are making it important. 

 

There's an increased need to manage the cost and risks of servicing customer, or citizens on 

the government's side. The jobs that we work at now, particularly in the developed 

countries, are less structured and more ad hoc. In a sense, we've outsourced or automated 

a lot of the more production-oriented tasks. It's been a gradual trend from Henry Ford and 

the assembly-line type of production to where we are today in an advanced-services 

economy.  

 

There's been this maturity in process type and in information workers—who, as we all know, 

have more to do and less time to do it in—and we're leveraging technology more and more 

to be more productive. That emphasis on new process types and doing more work with less 

and leveraging technology—that's why dynamic case management is getting very important 

now. 
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Also, because of all of the regulation and compliance that we have, there are new demands 

by regulators and auditors and litigants on business to respond to external regulation. And, 

of course, demographic trends are really important. You have an impending shortage of 

skilled workers as the baby boomers exit the workforce, so you need to be able to provide 

this virtual and guided intelligence to make up for the lack of skills, that gap that's going to 

be occurring at a linear and progressive rate as we go forward. 

 

Finally, and this is a big point: Forrester does a lot of work in this area of empowerment, 

where you have consumer technology racing ahead with social and video and mobility and 

the information worker that, in most companies, is locked down and not able to respond to 

customers in the way that they expect to. This gap between what the customers want and 

what information workers have inside their companies [can provide] is growing and growing 

and growing. Case management is a way to close that gap by leveraging social 

technologies, mobility, advanced process models and so forth.  

 

That's a bit of a long answer. But it's important to understand why "case management" as a 

term has been around for quite a while, but today is taking on a new life, with the 

combination of process maturity and the technology that's now available. 

 

PS: What does DCM provide for an organization that BPM and ECM don't?  

 

CL: A lot of the BPM that is there today evolved from workflow, which came out as we tried 

to replace "paper factories" with imaging and capture. The predominant model there was to 

take production-oriented workers who were reviewing documents and opening up new 

accounts, and to keep them at high RPMs, to have a process view that every action that 

they might take, all exceptions, were scripted and could be monitored and managed.  

 

That was great in a production world. But today, we have to invest more in that 

information-world worker and in these knowledge workers that are becoming, more and 

more, the embodiment of our intellectual property and are critical to providing the higher 

level of services required. So whereas BPM and traditional ECM tended to script and lock 

down a process, dynamic case management frees the information worker so that the driver 

of the system is a combination of technology and that human being who must make 
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decisions and must use judgment. A lot of that judgment will be influenced by the 

information contextually as presented, but they have to have a lot more control than the 

previous BPM and ECM generation of technology. 

 

PS: One big issue that comes up a lot with IT is, of course, how to get business 

buy-in. How does DCM address this? 

 

CL: In a number of ways. The traditional ECM-type approach focused top-down on 

compliance drivers to reduce chaos of information, to prevent leakage of intellectual 

property, to provide good records management. Those are infrastructure elements and 

they're important. But they don't affect the customer experience, so they're not as 

important to the business.  

 

The business does not increase top-line revenue with the traditional ECM infrastructure/BPM 

infrastructure type of approach. Case management has a very strong effect on your ability 

to innovate and to create personality around the experience that a company provides. It 

also gives much more control and standardization of processes that traditionally have been 

very, very unstructured.  

 

For most companies, when we talk with them, one big focus is: "How can I standardize a 

process and get insight and get more of a metric-driven approach and more of a 

performance management approach into what's going on?" There are two aspects. There's 

standardization control that's very important to the business, and there’s also being able to 

differentiate and create more personality around that interaction with the customer.  

 

A third aspect is that there's more business-side control with these new DCM platforms that 

are evolving. Whether you're changing a template, whether you're changing a process 

model, whether you're changing business rules, those can be done more on the business 

side and with less dependence on IT, so it's really not hard to get business attention in this 

area. 

 

Peter Schooff, a long-time ebizQ staffer, is currently a contributing editor. He contributes Q 

& As with industry experts, oversees ebizQ’s blog team and manages the lively ebizQ 

Forum. Contact him at pschooff@techtarget.com. 
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DCM: Today‟s tool of choice for fixing broken 
processes 

By Anne Stuart, ebizQ Site Editor 

 

Untamed processes represent the heart of the distinction—Forrester Research calls it “a 

stark contrast”—between BPM and dynamic case management (DCM).  

 

“While BPM products tend to focus on repeatable, structured processes, case management 

applies to more dynamic, unstructured, ad hoc processes,” Craig Le Clair and Derek Miers, 

both Forrester principal analysts, wrote in a Forrester Dynamic Wave report earlier this year 

(for details, see “Related resources,” below).    

 

And in many ways, experts say, untamed processes represent the last real barrier to 

business process automation. “That’s because these processes are either semi-automated at 

best (leaving content and collaboration unaddressed) or completely manual in many steps 

of the process,” Le Clair, who’s credited with coining the term, explained in another recent 

Forrester report.   

 

UNTAMED PROCESSES: A CLOSER LOOK  

 

What exactly are these untamed processes? And why do businesses need to domesticate 

them? 

 

Forrester puts it this way: “Untamed business processes form in the seams and shadows of 

the enterprise, require a balance of human and system support, and cross department, 

technology, information, and packaged application silos to meet end-to-end business 

outcomes.”  The haphazard approach results in processes that lack structure and, over time, 

grow “bloated with non-value-added activity.”  

 

Such processes, while ubiquitous, are often invisible. But their effects can be devastating: 

“They literally choke the productivity and creativity out of the workforce,” Le Clair says.  
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Financial services, government, health care and manufacturing are among the industries 

most plagued by untamed processes, which Forrester lumps into three overarching 

categories:  

 

     • Investigations, such as audits and patent filings 

     • Service requests, such as disability claims and permit or license applications 

     • Incident management, covering everything from homeland-security issues to 

product quality assurance  

 

Specific functions where untamed processes often lurk include:  

 

     • Customer on-boarding. “That continues to be a pretty miserable experience for 

most clients,” Le Clair says. “Any of the higher-value customer on-boarding 

transactions tend to be laden with a lot of work on the customer’s part.” For 

example, he cites the near-universal experience in which a customer must provide—

sometimes repeatedly—basic information that the company should already have. 

That reflects a process that’s “dominated by systems of record that have to have 

information fed to them in a particular,” he says.  

     • Claims processing. Le Clair cites another common, and frustrating, customer 

experience: “How often have you been on the phone trying to determine whether a 

particular medical claim has been paid, or trying to find out about the status of an 

auto claim?” The struggle to obtain answers typically stems from the fact that a 

single claim may involve multiple departments at the insurance company—and 

orchestrating their efforts can be challenging indeed.  

     • Invoice processing. Today’s enterprises receive invoices in a variety of ways and 

formats: on paper, in e-mail, as PDFs, via electronic billing systems. In addition, 

many struggle to manage “rogue” purchase orders. Typically, “it involves manual 

activity to coordinate all that,” Le Clair notes.    

 

Other areas that provide fertile ground for untamed processes include order handling, 

complaint resolution, loan processing, medical-records management, patient and student 

records, and benefits administration, just to name just a few.  
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Many organizations attempt to address untamed processes with architecture cobbled 

together from various BPM, business intelligence, business rule, collaboration and enterprise 

content management (ECM) tools. But that approach seldom works in the long run. And, 

Forrester says, many processes require a more sophisticated approach than that offered by 

traditional packaged applications.  

 

DCM TO THE RESCUE 

 

The good news: DCM offers a powerful, highly effective approach for subduing out-of-

control processes.  “DCM aligns well with these types of untamed processes because they 

use unstructured and structured content, combine human- and system-controlled processes 

and require knowledge and expert guidance,” Le Clair says.  

 

DCM’s primary selling point may be its agility. That advantage is likely to work best for 

organizations will to adopt more flexible approaches to process design—and to provide their 

“information workers”—such as case managers—with more control over processes. “DCM 

solutions assume a high level of uncertainty within the untamed process,” Le Clair says. 

“They empower the business to capitalize on that uncertainty, rather than trying to control 

or eliminate it.”  

 

But, he warns, reaping the benefits of that agility hinges on being able to quickly update 

and change processes: “The ability to change a system in minutes remains irrelevant if the 

policy for change takes months.”  

 

Forrester recommends that business-process professionals adopt the following 

recommendations in deploying DCM solutions and tackling untamed processes:  

 

     • Adopt a new mindset about process improvement.  Rather than viewing a case 

as one giant process with dozens of steps that must be linked, think in terms of 

desired goals and outcomes.   

 

     • “Re-skill” business analysts for DCM work. For some processes, DCM will 

eliminate traditional components such as complex flow charts and lengthy 

requirement cycles. But technically oriented analysts can still contribute in area 
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ranging from lifecycle design and process maps to reporting and analytics—as long 

as they receive the support needed to make the transition. 

 

     • Focus on planning smaller pieces of  functionality. Using prototypes and Agile 

approaches rather than standard requirements-driven processes can generate rapid 

results.  

 

     • Provide users with more control. Create a core set of generic capabilities allowing 

workers to choose specific tasks rather than following a rigid workflow. “To tap into 

the dynamic power of DCM, the design must embrace a flexible approach to getting 

work done and empower the case workers and managers to apply the tool to the 

work, rather than having the tool dictate how the work is done.”  

 

ebizQ Site Editor Anne Stuart, a veteran journalist, has been an editor and writer for 

national magazines, daily newspapers, an international news service and many websites. 

She’s specialized in covering business and technology issues since 1993, holding senior 

editorial positions at CIO, Inc., WebMaster and Redmond Channel Partner magazines. She’s 

based near Boston. Contact her at astuart@techtarget.com.  

 

Toolkit: Selected resources  

 

For additional information on dynamic case management and untamed processes, see these 

Forrester Research reports:  

 

     • “The Forrester Wave: Dynamic Case Management, Q1 2011,” by Craig Le Clair and 

Derek Miers (January 2011) 

     • “Use Dynamic Case Management to Attack Untamed Processes,” by Craig Le Clair 

(December 2010; updated February 2011)  

     • “Dynamic Case Management—An Old Idea Catches Fire,” by Craig Le Clair and 

Connie Moore (December 2009)  

     • “Untamed Business Processes: When Even the Best Intentions Go Awry,” by Craig 

Moore, with other Forrester analysts (August 2009) 
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DCM can tackle „untamed‟ processes in ERP—and 
beyond 

By Alan Earls, ebizQ Contributor 

 

IT consultant John Hoebler has first-hand experience with one of the most common 

headaches related to untamed processes. 

 

In working with clients, he routinely finds users who despise their companies’ enterprise 

resource planning (ERP) systems. The reason? “ERP and other transactional systems tend to 

be rigid and run smoothly only when the business processes are homogenized,” explains 

Hoebler, director of enterprise systems with MorganFranklin Corp., an IT consulting 

company. “When users tell me they hate the system, what I usually find are untamed, non-

homogenized and generally out-of-control processes.”  

 

Those untamed processes could result from lack of rigor in defining the processes up front, 

or they could be due to rogue users, Hoebler says. But it’s even more likely that they’re a 

sign that the business has simply outgrown the process and the current system 

configuration. 

 

DEFINING UNTAMED PROCESSES  

 

Craig Le Clair, a Forrester Research vice president and principal analyst, uses the term 

“untamed processes” to describe the fringe functions and ad hoc adaptations that he sees in 

practically every organization, sandwiched between the well-defined and orderly processes 

embedded in key applications such as ERP.  

 

Because untamed processes are typically critical to organizational success, they need to be 

brought under better control, Le Clair and other experts say. (For tips on avoiding and 

identifying such processes, see “Reining in rogue processes,” below.)   

 

As an example, Hoebler tells the story of a client company that grew threefold in just five 

years. For compliance reasons, the company needed to have monthly project costs regularly 

reviewed, approved and filed. When the company was smaller, Hoebler notes, project 
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financial analysts and project managers were based in the same geographic location. The 

financial analysts would print out reports, review them with project managers, obtain 

approval signatures and file the reports. “It was easy to pull the file and verify that costs 

were approved when internal auditors or external regulators requested it,” he says.  

 

However, as the company expanded rapidly, its stable of project managers grew along with 

it. Those managers, now located all over the world, could no longer meet face to face with 

financial analysts. So the analysts faxed or e-mailed reports for managers to review.   

 

But the process for getting those reports approved—if they were approved at all—was highly 

disorganized. Project managers often overlooked incoming faxes and e-mails or were unable 

to interpret the reports on their own. “The process also lacked a good mechanism to provide 

feedback or approval,” Hoebler says. “At best, project managers would e-mail back signed 

copies to a financial analyst who, hopefully, printed and filed them.”  

 

Eventually, the team developed a new process that included metrics, feedback loops, and 

management reports. They also enhanced the ERP tool to make it easy for the analysts to 

generate the reports and the project managers to review and approve. “The first few 

months were challenging, but now, with a homogenized process and enhanced tools, the 

customer is able to complete this business function in half the time with fewer headaches,” 

Hoebler says.  

 

THE ROLE OF DCM   

 

In many cases, DCM can serve as a powerful tool for bringing untamed processes under 

control. That’s because DCM offers a mechanism for linking people, content, and tasks, 

enabling rapid and flexible task completion. This capability can be applied to bridging and 

gap-filling relative to business critical applications.  

 

“Untamed business processes deal with unstructured content. It’s very, very important to 

have good information management of both structured and unstructured [content],” says Le 

Clair. In fact, he notes, that's really where case management fits in. “What we want to do is 

move away from this untamed world of paper and manual process where you have very low 

process visibility, very little information-worker efficiency,” he explains.  
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What’s needed now, in Le Clair’s view, is a more dynamic approach that can help tame 

those out-of-control processes while putting workers back in charge. As a result, “the 

human is in control, not the system,” he says. “That’s the key difference.”  

 

FIRST UNDERSTAND, THEN PLAN   

 

Michael Mah, managing partner at QSM Associates Inc., a consultancy, agrees that out-of-

control or rogue processes are especially problematic for ERP. First, he says, “we have 

found a lot of misunderstanding about ERP packages in particular; they are not so much 

plug-and-play. That was a false assumption,” he says. 

 

“We were hearing from industry about all these projects imploding and things becoming 

completely chaotic and out-of-control,” he adds. In fact, he explains, as organizations ramp 

up, grow and add staff, ERP systems look more and more complex—and harder to 

implement successfully. 

 

Mah’s prescription: More planning and testing—that is, making sure the packaged app, such 

as ERP, successfully incorporates as much relevant business practice as possible. “When you 

implement better planning, you start the process of taming, and the negotiation of realistic 

and unrealistic expectations gets fleshed out,” he says.   

 

That’s a point where you could use DCM—namely, in helping to determine exactly what’s in 

and what’s out of scope as processes are being executed. “When processes are moving, 

managing them dynamically requires some kind of computer help,” Mah says.  

 

Reliably thinking through the many different aspects of process implementation is usually 

beyond the capacity of a human mind, so DCM can also help restore order, manage 

expectations and promote agreement on how you use the resources you have available. 

Says Mah: “If you get that under control, you don’t have an untamed beast anymore.”  

 

To connect customers with the core data lodged in a company’s packaged applications to its 

customers requires a mix of on-premises and cloud-based best-of-breed solutions, Le Clair 

says. “It will need to be a more of a federated approach than ever before,” he notes. 
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“Dynamic case management and BPM are needed to provide the orchestration of those 

increasingly fragmented elements that make up the overall customer experience—some of 

which are the untamed processes,” he says.  

 

BIG PICTURE, BIG PROCESS  

 

Le Clair’s focus on curing untamed processes has led to a concept that Forrester calls “big-

process thinking.” Among other things, the approach calls for organizations to review their 

investments in packaged apps with an eye toward freeing up funds to deal with the 

challenges of both untamed processes and of interfacing with new consumer technologies, 

such as social media and mobile devices.  

 

Le Clair cites another tenet of big-process thinking—one that will, no doubt, sound familiar 

to many BPM professionals: “Business really needs to drive these transformation projects, 

as opposed to IT.”  

 

Alan Earls, a frequent contributor to ebizQ, is a freelance journalist who specializes in 

writing about business and technology. He’s based near Boston. Contact him at 

alan.earls@comcast.net.  

 

Tip: Reining in rogue processes   

 

If you suspect that you’ve got “untamed” processes, or if you want to avoid creating them, 

experts suggest following a few commonsense steps.  

 

Start by getting business users to answer a few probing questions, advises IT consultant 

John Hoebler, of MorganFranklin Corp. For instance, in the case of a client with an ERP 

system that hadn’t adapted to changing business needs, Hoebler’s team asked: 

 

     • How quickly did managers need to turn around requests? 

     • How would information be filed and stored?   

     • How could management review progress and identify issues?   
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     • What was the best way to provide information to auditors and regulators now that 

the business had grown?  

 

None of those questions was specifically about systems, Hoebler notes. Instead, they all 

focused on how the company could complete the same job in its new business environment. 

 

Similarly, Michael Mah, managing partner at QSM Associates Inc., says he finds that with 

untamed processes, he needs to more carefully establish project sizes and “get intelligent 

about breaking them down” into manageable pieces. 

 

“When you talk about use cases or features or configuration items or tables or reports—

these things all have to be well-defined,” he says. “Once you get them defined, you are in 

better shape; then, I think, you can get the process under control.”  

 

On the other hand, Mah notes, if you plan poorly, your untamed process “will be an ugly 

beast”—and you will be, figuratively, hanging onto the dragon’s tail. In particular, he 

recommends obtaining strong commitment to a credible project estimation process from the 

start. “If you get that done well, a lot of good things fall into place,” he says. And if you 

don’t get that buy-in? “You will have a monster, a multi-headed hydra, to deal with.” 
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Integration offers another route for resolving out-
of-control processes 

By Alan Earls, ebizQ Contributor 

 

Essentially, an untamed process is usually symptomatic of an integration failure—it indicates 

that something hasn’t been incorporated into the domain of a specific application or that 

there’s an absent or inadequate hand-off between applications.  

 

Author and consultant David Linthicum notes that, too often, companies accept applications 

that are decoupled or not “wholeheartedly” integrated.  

 

That fact is rooted in history, says Linthicum, who is CTO of Blue Mountain Labs and an 

occasional contributor to ebizQ. Integration used to be a highly complex and expensive 

process. As a result, he says, organizations traditionally avoided its challenges or focused on 

integrating only the most business-critical applications.  

 

TODAY‟S INTEGRATION OPTIONS 

 

“The reasons for avoiding integration are no longer valid today,” Linthicum says. “There are 

all kinds of inexpensive integration tools that work well and are proven.” In fact, he adds, 

integration tasks that once would have required an investment of hundreds of thousands of 

dollars can now be accomplished for a price tag in the thousands.  

 

Another way to eliminate many untamed processes: Consider squeezing them back into 

your key applications. “If you are able to, you should try to put as much of your automated 

business processes in a single application as possible,” says Linthicum.  Going that route 

can  simplify things tremendously by eliminating much of the need for integration work. 

However, he admits: “In many instances, that isn’t possible and you may end up, like many 

organizations, with thousands of apps in an infrastructure.” 

 

Still, that doesn’t have to translate to defeat. Even companies on a tight budget can now 

access powerful public domain tools to help with integration challenges, Linthicum says. In 

short, there’s no excuse for not integrating your untamed processes out of existence. 
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And there are additional options on the horizon. Analyst Ken Chin, a research vice president 

at Gartner Inc., foresees the emergence of integrated composite applications. For example, 

he says, instead of building a single application, companies will probably choose to combine 

multiple different application components as well as services in the cloud. ”With Software as 

a Service, you can easily tap into the service components and bring the pieces together into 

a composite application. That is where the integration is useful,” he says. “You need the 

ability to integrate the application components and be able to share the contents.”  

 

OTHER ROADS TO INTEGRATION  

 

Another challenge: Many packaged applications don’t provide for a complete end-to-end 

process, notes Mike Canniff, senior partner with Mercury Consulting and lecturer at the 

Eberhardt School of Business at the University of the Pacific. Instead, they require some 

kind of overarching capability—such as middleware or a workflow engine—to provide the 

integration. 

 

As an example, Canniff cites a typical process for handling auto-insurance claims. The steps 

might include obtaining repair estimates from several repair shops, some of which may 

transmit the estimate electronically while others use traditional paper processes. Some will 

also be capable of receiving payments electronically, while others still rely on cash and 

check transactions. But most of those functions won’t be encompassed in an insurer’s 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) system and will require separately engineered 

components.  

 

“Most packaged applications like ERP don’t have an adequate level of integration capability, 

and they definitely don’t have the functionality to do the end-to-end process,” Canniff says. 

Solving that issue is the only way companies can really get full value from their applications. 

 

Although middleware isn’t the only integration option—dynamic case management (DCM) is 

another—Canniff warns against the temptation of trying to integrate through point-to-point 

connections. Doing so immediately becomes a labor-intensive process and creates longer-

term maintenance issues. 
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Instead, he advises, start with an architectural plan. “In the case of a law firm, it would 

make sense to think through who owns the master document and have a master data 

management (MDM) approach in mind,” Canniff says. Then clarify which applications will 

need data and how that data will be shared, he adds. 

 

In the case of a CRM or help-desk application, you need access to a knowledge base of 

existing documents or previously handled cases. Because employees are relying on 

information compiled by other workers, “that then becomes almost a social or collaborative 

activity,” he notes, the kind of collaboration which dynamic case management is designed to 

support. 

 

Collaborative tools—again including DCM¬—can be useful, too. “Companies need to have a 

sense of where their workflow is linear, who creates documents and when and how the 

documents get routed,” Canniff says. Analyst Craig Le Clair agrees. “Case management has 

a very strong effect on your ability to innovate and to create personality around the 

experience that a company provides,” says Le Clair, a vice president and principal analyst at 

Forrester Research. “It also gives much more control and standardization of processes that 

traditionally have been very, very unstructured.” 

 

Other customer-facing applications, such as customer on-boarding and order-management 

processes, are often plagued by untamed processes, according to Le Clair. Companies 

sometimes misapply their positive customer satisfaction scores by “driving the metric into 

the silo” rather than stepping back to look at the entire customer experience, he says. But if 

they take the broader view, they often find processes that are still untamed and in need of 

better management.  

 

“It is often said that integration is at least partially about technology, but it is also about 

building the right culture of change management and business transformation,” Le Clair 

says. “Companies are starting to take a look at that a lot more seriously.” 

 

Alan Earls, a frequent contributor to ebizQ, is a freelance journalist who specializes in 

writing about business and technology. He’s based near Boston. Contact him at 

alan.earls@comcast.net. 
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Resources from IBM 

Optimize case outcomes with information, process and people 

 

Dynamic Case Management - The Forrester Wave 

 

 

About IBM 

At IBM, we strive to lead in the creation, development and manufacture of the industry's 

most advanced information technologies, including computer systems, software, networking 

systems, storage devices and microelectronics. We translate these advanced technologies 

into value for our customers through our professional solutions and services businesses 

worldwide. 
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